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MBDA National Directors 1969-2014
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person or some other time.
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change that we seek."
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David Hinson
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— Barack Obama

Randolph Blackwell
(1977-1979)

Michael Rogers
(1994-1995)

Alex Armendaris
(1973-1977)

Joe Lira
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Alejandra Castillo
(2014-present)

MBDA’s 45 YEARS
The Minority Business
Development Center
program became the
primary method for
delivering technical and
management services.

In March 1969
President Nixon signs
Executive Order 11458
creating the Office of
Minority Business
Enterprise (OMBE)
and the Advisory
Council for Minority
Business Enterprise.

The first Survey of
Minority Owned
Business Enterprises
is published by the
U.S. Census Bureau.

1971
1969

1973
1972

President Nixon signs
Executive Order 11625
and expands the
scope of MBDA by
authorizing grants to
public and private
organizations to
provide technical and
management
assistance to MBEs.

OMBE decentralizes
and establishes five
regional offices and 13
district offices.
Atlanta,
Chicago,
Dallas, New York,
and San
Francisco

1974

OMBE establishes a
national business service
network and provides seed
funding for minority
advocacy organizations,
such as the National
Minority Purchasing
Council (now known as the
National Minority Supplier
Development Council),
Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce, National
Economic Development
Association (NEDA),
Chicago Economic
Corporation and the
National Council of
La Raza.

MBDA serves 94 Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
An Information Center is
created to collect, publish
and disseminate data to
MBEs.

1979

MBDA creates a
National Franchise
Program, adds funding
for the Native American Business and
Trade Association, and
funds the Cities in
School program to
provide training to
increase youth
entrepreneurial skills.
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1981

The Office of
Minority Business
Enterprise becomes the
Minority Business
Development Agency.

1989

President Ronald Reagan
signs Executive Order 12432
giving the Department of
Commerce and the U.S.
Small Business Administration, in consultation with the
Cabinet Council on
Commerce and Trade, broad
authority to oversee the
establishment, preservation
and strengthening of federal
minority business enterprise
programs.
President Reagan signs a
Presidential Proclamation
designating the first week of
October as Minority Enterprise Development Week
(MED Week).

1969-2014
Following the riots in
Los Angeles, MBDA
assembles a roundtable of federal, state,
and local government
organizations to
coordinate and
support disaster
recovery for local
minority businesses.

1990

The MBDA Internet
portal is developed to
offer online, interactive
business development
tools like the Business
Plan Writer and
matchmaking via the
Phoenix-Opportunity
Database.

1995
1992

Following the first
Persian Gulf War, MBDA
and the International
Trade Administration
send a delegation of
MBEs to meet with the
Crown Prince of
Kuwait, the first U.S.
trade mission to
Bahrain. The success of
this mission leads to
other ITA missions with
MBEs to South America, Asia, Africa, and the
Caribbean.

The Office of Native
American Entrepreneurship and Trade is
created at MBDA
to help Native
American entrepreneurs and business
owners raise revenue,
generate jobs, and
achieve economic
self-sufficiency.

2003
1999

MBDA executes a
memorandum of
understanding with the
International Trade
Administration and
participates in several
trade missions that
create opportunities for
exports to Mexico,
Canada, South Africa,
Trinidad and Tobago, the
Dominican Republic, and
Peru.

As the economy continues to present challenges
for minority businesses,
access to capital is a
primary focus. MBDA
engages financial service
companies, subject
matter experts, stakeholders, and MBEs to
address the capital needs
of the minority business
community.

2006
2005

MBDA partners with
Dartmouth College,
Tuck School of
Business to provide
executive training to
MBEs and to write
reports.
MBDA issues a report,
“Globalization and
Minority-Owned
Businesses in the
United States: Assessments and Prospects,”
which shows minority
businesses should
begin to think about
expanding globally.

2010
2009

MBDA releases the State
of Minority Business
Enterprise. The report
concludes that minority
firms with annual
receipts of $500,000 or
more generated a much
larger percentage of all
minority revenues and
paid employees —
compared to minority
firms with annual gross
receipts under
$500,000.
MBDA launches the
Strategic Growth
Initiative.

MBDA commissions
new research on
minority exporters
and alternative
finance.

2014

MBDA releases the
report, “Disparities in
Capital Access
Between Minority and
Nonminority-Owned
Businesses: The
Troubling Reality of
Capital Limitations
Faced by MBEs.” The
report provides new
findings on disparities
in capital access.
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Message from the U.S. Secretary of Commerce

Penny Pritzker

Since 1969, the Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA) has been instrumental in helping our nation’s minority-owned businesses thrive in the communities we serve. As one of the fastest growing business sectors in the United States,
the economic impact of minority firms continues to strengthen the American business landscape of the 21st century. MBDA’s
national network of business centers has helped minority business enterprises (MBEs) gain access to capital, contracts, and
new markets through public-private engagement. In turn, the potential for these businesses to succeed over time in an increasingly competitive global environment is strengthened. As diversity continues to spearhead a new chapter in our nation’s
economic growth, I am determined that the Department of Commerce with MBDA, is supporting the next generation of minority-owned businesses by increasing the capacity of regional economies.
Since the release of the Open for Business Agenda, the Department of Commerce has been focused on setting the conditions for faster economic growth and job creation through advancing trade, innovation, and data for American businesses.
Earlier this year we introduced NEI NEXT, which builds on the progress we made under President Obama’s National Export
Initiative. NEI NEXT was designed to help more American companies reach overseas markets by improving data, providing
information on specific export opportunities, working closely with financing organizations, and partnering with states and
communities to empower local export efforts. I appreciate the ongoing work of MBDA to advance NEI NEXT through important
initiatives such as the Doing Business in Africa campaign, the Power Africa initiative, and the Look South campaign. As a result,
we are succeeding at opening doors to more American exports and selling more made-in America goods around the world.
To learn more about our recent accomplishments, I encourage you to read the MBDA 2014 Annual Performance Report.
It showcases the business success stories in today’s emerging industries and describes the successful outcomes of strategic
partnerships with minority business advocates. For these businesses, and many more to come, MBDA will continue to stimulate job creation and generate opportunities for progression and prosperity.
Sincerely,

Penny Pritzker
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Message from MBDA National Director

Alejandra Y. Castillo

The Next 45 years: Programming, Partnership & Progress
This year MBDA reached a historic milestone - our 45th Anniversary. We believe anniversaries are important because they offer an
opportunity for reflection, commemoration and celebration. The 2014 Fiscal Year Annual Performance Report of the Minority Business
Development Agency chronicles our impact and accomplishments as we celebrate 45 years of our presidential mandate to serve our
nation’s growing minority business community.
Created in 1969 by Presidential Executive Order 11458, for “the establishment, preservation, and strengthening of minority business
enterprise,” MBDA continues to play as pivotal a role today, as it did during at the peak of the Civil Rights era. Our founders, with their eyes
fixed on the future could not have predicted that the minority business community would grow to 5.8 million nationwide contributing over $1
trillion to the U.S. economy. As the 16th director of this agency and the first Latina to hold the position, I am humbled to serve and excited
about the next 45 years of programming, partnership, and progress for MBDA.
FY 2014 brought significant change, transition, and investment. By the year 2044, people of color will make up a majority of the U.S.
population. This change in America’s demographic landscape will transform the marketplace and the face of American business and
presents an incredible opportunity for American commerce. As a world leader in the global marketplace, the U.S. must continue to leverage
our diversity in the most strategic ways. This is the work of MBDA in the next 45 years— equipping minority entrepreneurs and leveraging
their natural strengths in both domestic and global markets; helping them build capacity and expertise; engaging them in technological
innovation; and diversifying the industries they will enter.
As the country continues its strong and steady recovery, we are transitioning toward a more export focused economy. President
Obama’s leadership in this area through the National Export Initiative (NEI) and the expansion of that work through Commerce Secretary
Penny Pritzker’s NEI/NEXT initiative has spurred a resurgence of U.S. global economic strength. MBDA Business Center clients are fully
represented in this economic expansion, exponentially growing their exporting from $40 million in fiscal year 2013 to $784 million in fiscal
year 2014. This kind of extraordinary growth creates well-paying jobs that sustain families and strengthen communities.
As we look to the future there are a few things we know for sure. We cannot do this work alone. The presence of our strategic partners
has been an essential element of our success. We also know that we must continue to address certain stubborn issues that impede the
growth of MBEs like greater access to capital and contracts. In fiscal year 2014, we redoubled our efforts to establish the relationships
necessary for MBEs to engage procurement officials and secure the financial support that propels their businesses forward. As a result, we
have seen a 45% increase ($2.1 billion) in contracts and capital—from $4.8 to $6.9 billion in fiscal year 2014.
As we continue to chronicle our progress, I am confident that the next 45 years will unleash the next level of economic growth and
impact for MBEs. Our nation is at a pivotal juncture of demographic changes and economic opportunity. It is through these moments of
extraordinary change that MBEs will figure prominently in the future success and global competitiveness of our Nation.
Sincerely,

Alejandra Y. Castillo
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THE CHANGING FACE OF AMERICAN BUSINESS

THE ATLANTA MBDA
BUSINESS CENTER HAS
HELPED 77 MINORITYOWNED INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY FIRMS ENTER
THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY.

The Changing
Face of
American
Business…
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1969

…and the Next 45

T

The Office of Minority
Business
Enterprise is created by
President
Nixon.

he demographic landscape of our country has changed in historic ways, as
confirmed by 2010 Census data. It reveals exponential increases in minority
populations, which by 2044 will be the majority. These demographic shifts
are diversifying the face of American business. As the U.S. seeks to remain globally
competitive, engaging MBEs is no longer a moral or civic imperative—it is an economic
necessity. Today, we have the opportunity to leverage America’s diversity as a strategic
advantage worldwide.

MBDA was established in 1969 as a solution to economic disparities found
in our country’s national agenda to support all American businesses. Since
our inception, MBDA has supported job growth and economic expansion
through technical assistance and a network of MBDA Business Centers;
collaborated with federal, state, and local policymakers; and partnered
with thought leaders to address the policies and issues that impact MBEs.
Today, the U.S. economy benefits from a strong and growing minority
business sector that contributes over $1.0 trillion to the gross domestic
product (GDP)1. Despite historic advances, disparities remain.
As the only Federal Government agency solely dedicated to the
development and growth of minority owned businesses, MBDA is uniquely
positioned to affect change in every aspect of the ecosystem of minority
business enterprise. Armed with nationwide data, research findings, and
knowledge of constituency priorities, MBDA consults with stakeholders to
1

U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, 2007 Survey of Business Owners, 2010

1970

Black Enterprise magaz
ine
is founded by Earl Greav
es,

Sr.

1977

Clothing entrepreneur
William
Mow founded Bugle Bo
y Industries,
whose sales hit $1 bilion
in
the 80’s, making it the
largest
privately-owned apparel
company
in the U.S.

create an informed public policy agenda concerning the growth of minority
businesses and the changing face of American business owners.
We are mindful of the socio-cultural implications of our commercial
efforts; recognizing the role that minority-owned businesses play in
job creation, community engagement, philanthropy, and the stability of
families. This correlation between economic security and prosperity and
community stability informs our conversation with legislators at every level
of government as we push to make America stronger in the global economy.
Throughout this report you will find profiles of MBDA Business Centers,
their clients, and their employees who have benefited from the jobs they
create as a result of our work. This is the work we must continue and
enhance as we look to the next 45 years of the economic contributions of
the minority business community.
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PROFILE: Atlanta MBDA Business Center

Atlanta Business Center Equips MBEs to Pursue
New Industries

Minorities comprise 45 percent of Georgia’s population and there is no
shortage of minority business owners in the state.2 According to the
U.S. Census Bureau, 30 percent of Georgia’s businesses are owned
by minorities; and according to the National Minority Supplier Diversity
Council, its Georgia affiliate is the largest in the nation with more certified
MBEs than any other state.3 The Atlanta MBDA Business Center, operated
by the Georgia Institute of Technology’s Enterprise Innovation Institute
(EI2), is paving the way for MBEs to succeed in increasingly competitive
markets. Leveraging the resources of EI2, MBDA Atlanta Project Director
Donna Ennis and her team are leading the push to advance MBEs in two
high-growth industries: advanced manufacturing and healthcare IT.
Ennis leads the MBDA Advanced Manufacturing Working Group,
which is building a nationwide community of MBE manufacturers
through our national network of 44 MBDA Business Centers. To this
end, she launched the Connecting Advanced Manufacturing Program
(CAMP) focused on providing contracting opportunity; assistance with
launching new technologies; and building a nationwide ecosystem of
MBE manufacturers. CAMP connects the manufacturing supply chain
community with original equipment manufacturers, corporations, major
suppliers, and other partners. Thanks to CAMP, two MBDA clients received
scholarships from the government of South Africa to attend the 2014
international trade show, South African Automotive Week, a forum that
provides access to potential trade partners and business opportunities.
The other area of industry intervention and innovation for the Atlanta
MBDA Business Center is healthcare IT. In 2014, the Business Center

U.S. Census Bureau, Georgia State and County Quick Facts, Retrieved from: http://
quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/13000.html on December 21, 2014.

2

Alesia Williams, Maria Mar Hill, Yvonne Dragon, and Donna Ennis.

brought a record 77 minority-owned IT firms into the healthcare industry
sector. As a member of the Healthcare Supplier Diversity Alliance, the
Atlanta Center identifies existing healthcare firms to partner with MBE
manufacturers eager to fulfill an expressed service need for healthcare
corporations.
The creativity of our team is working. In fiscal year 2014, the MBDA
Atlanta Business Center team helped clients secure $210 million in
contracts and capital; and to create and retain 2,038 jobs.

IN FISCAL YEAR 2014, THE ATLANTA MBDA BUSINESS CENTER
HELPED CLIENTS SECURE $210 MILLION IN CONTRACTS
AND CAPITAL; AND TO CREATE AND RETAIN 2,038 JOBS.

Georgia Minority Supplier Development Council home page. Retrieved from http://www.
gmsdc.org/ on December 21, 2014.
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Atlanta MBDA Client Creates Over 500 New Jobs

In 1996, Sanquinetta Dover founded DoverStaffing with no staff and
$1,500. This year she put 542 people to work. This is exactly what she set
out to do—help people get good jobs. Having a strong desire to create
job opportunities in underserved areas, she relocated her company
headquarters two years ago, moving it to a more easily accessible locale,
trading her upscale offices to a location where she is closer to an eager
workforce in an Atlanta HUB Zone.
For the first years of operation business was stable. However, when
the economic downturn hit, she knew her company’s survival depended
on diversifying her client portfolio. Dover learned about the Atlanta MBDA
Business Center and quickly became a client. The Center provided
a business growth strategy and an infrastructure development plan to
give Dover a road map for growing and strengthening her company. As
a result, Dover’s revenue has
doubled by providing staffing
services to federal, state and
local government agencies all
over the country. For example,
Dover has graded cotton for the
USDA; delivered moving trailers
and relief supplies for FEMA;
and provided survivor support
for families of fallen soldiers. In
addition, Dover has provided
hundreds of personnel to the
state of Georgia and works
Sanquinetta Dover, Owner, Dover Staffing
closely with DeKalb County.
DoverSolutions

“MBDA does so much more than just help me
get contracts; they are my advisors. I get objective
advice from someone who cares.”
— Sanquinetta Dover
Dover credits her success in great part to the consultation and
mentorship provided by the Atlanta MBDA Business Center. “MBDA does
so much more than just help me get contracts; they are my advisors. I get
objective advice from someone who cares,” says Dover. As part of her
growth strategy, she created Dover Solutions to provide workforce project
management; and the Dover Training Institute, which provides training for
the state of Georgia, proctors testing for a number of organizations, and
is a certified Microsoft IT training facility.

Dover Recruits a Recruiter!

Before coming to work for DoverStaffing, Caroline Jester was an
unemployed airline recruiter. Having been laid off from her job after seven
years, Jester did not tell her family for
three weeks, which is how long it took
her to find the job at DoverStaffing.
She went for the interview and started
work the same day. When asked what
it’s like to work at Dover, she replied,
“This work is very rewarding. People
are so happy to have jobs, they come
back to thank you for the opportunity!”
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Exports:
New Markets
& New
Opportunities

EXPORTS ACCOUNT FOR
37% OF OUR $2.1 BILLION
INCREASE IN CONTRACTS
AND CAPITAL
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E

xporting is good for American business, good for American workers and
good for creating American jobs. Put simply, when America exports,
America prospers. Why — because 95 percent of the world’s consumers
live outside the U.S. Now more than at any time in our history, U.S. exports are
fueling economic growth in our communities, supporting good middle class jobs,
and unlocking opportunities for MBEs who have chosen exporting as a strategy to
expand their businesses. MBDA clients possess unique advantages in the global
marketplace: superior cultural knowledge and language skills; existing family
relationships that allow access to critical market intelligence; intimate knowledge
of local commercial/business culture, and general comfort with operating in a
global environment. By exporting goods and services, MBEs of every size are
growing in size, scale, and impact — that means hiring more employees, paying
higher wages, and sustaining growth within communities at home and abroad.
Minority businesses have the most favorable export attributes given their ties to countries of origin; their
ability to transact business in languages other than English; and their willingness to establish international
operations. Lowered barriers to trade, increased trade promotion, and expanded access to capital and
technical assistance, positioning MBEs to take full advantage of this call to even greater commercial
competitiveness around the world.
MBDA continues to support the growth of MBEs by providing and identifying export assistance
and opportunities and working with federal partners such as the International Trade Administration’s
U.S. Export Assistance Councils, the Export- Import Bank, and others. In fiscal year 2014, MBDA client
exports neared $710 million in contracts (a 1,635 percent increase over FY 2013) and $74 million in export
financing. Client exports also supported the creation and retention of 1,087 jobs.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, 2007 Survey of Business Owners, 2010
U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, Jobs Supported by Exports in 2014: An
Update, retrieved from: http://www. trade.gov/mas/ian/build/groups/public/@tg_ian/documents/webcontent/
tg_ian_005406.pdf on March 25, 2015.
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Tim BernersLee writes a
paper propos
ing an inform
ation manag
ement system
that became
the conceptu
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and architec
tural structu
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Exports: Key to Minority
Business Growth1
•

U.S. Exports supported more than 11.7
million jobs in 20144.

•

More than 28,000 MBEs exported goods
and services valued at over $30 billion in
2007.

•

17.5 percent of all classifiable exporting
businesses are minority-owned.

•

Exports accounted for 14.4 percent of total
receipts ($212.3 billion) of minority-owned
exporters compared with 5.4 percent of
total receipts ($2.5 trillion) for nonminority-owned exporters.

EXPORT TRANSACTIONS REACH
$784 MILLION IN FY 2014.
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Export Financing Seminar
MBDA conducted an Export Financing Seminar to
introduce MBEs to the Supplier Capital Partners
Fund, which is owned and operated by MBEs. The
fund provides capital to small and middle-market
companies to finance exports to emerging markets
such as China, Mexico, and Africa. Lanco Trading,
a client of the Chicago MBDA Business Center
attended the seminar to identify financing and
pursue the sale of highly specialized machinery to a
client in Africa. As a result, Lanco Trading secured
a capital investment of $300,000 that will finance
export transactions expected to yield an estimated
$2 million in 2015.

Entering New Markets in Southeast Asia

MBDA entered into a formal agreement with the White House Initiative on Asian Americans and Pacific
Islanders (WHIAAPI) to further engage the AAPI community in domestic and international business
opportunities. In April 2014, MBDA Global Business Development Specialist George Mui participated as a
member of the WHIAPPI delegation to Guam to identify key contracting opportunities for MBEs. During the
trip, Guam officials announced three major infrastructure projects that will expand the island’s economy
and create contracting opportunities for MBEs:

➤➤ Guam Power Authority presented a plan to convert its power station from refined fuel oil to
liquefied natural gas, an initial capital investment of $650 million.

➤➤ The pivot of U.S. national defense towards Asia will establish Guam as its hub with a multi-national
military training and command center. The Northern Marianas and Guam will also support a large
scale Marine training center. The total investment will be about $6.5 billion over the next five to
seven years.
➤➤ Guam’s Visitors Bureau presented their plan for growth and investment in infrastructure upgrades
for travel and tourism including a $1 billion hotel development program.
➤➤ The total economic and business impact for Guam based on these plans and investments is
approximately $10 billion.
As a result of our program partnership with WHIAAPI, federal agencies along with MBDA and other
bureaus of the Department of Commerce, will collaboratively devise a strategy to support minority-owned
firms that have an export interest in Guam’s planned expansion.

Kiran Ahuja, Executive Director of the White House Initiative on
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, and MBDA National
Director Alejandra Castillo sign memorandum of understanding.

Entering New Markets in Africa

In 2012, President Obama announced the U.S. Strategy Toward sub-Saharan Africa, a comprehensive policy
strategy to address the opportunities and challenges in Africa in a forward-looking way. Through President
Obama’s Doing Business in Africa (DBIA) campaign, the U.S. government is strengthening its commercial
relationships in Africa, a diverse region that offers substantial trade and investment opportunities. With a
5.4 percent growth rate in 2014, Africa is outpacing global growth and creating hundreds of thousands of
U.S. jobs. Africa is home to six of the top 10 fastest growing countries and exports to sub-Saharan Africa
exceed $21 billion a year.5 This is a market that cannot be ignored.

U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, Doing Business in Africa, retrieved from: http://trade.gov/dbia/
export-to-africa.asp on March 25, 2015.

5
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In support of the DBIA, the Chicago MBDA Business Center was at the forefront of Agency efforts to
promote the campaign within the MBE community. The Center launched the Pathways to Africa initiative that
resulted in $20 million in contracts and capital for MBDA clients, and the creation and retention of 94 jobs.
MBDA increased opportunities for U.S. minority-owned firms to gain access to these rapidly growing
markets by building new relationships across the region and promoting the value of strategic partnerships
among minority firms in the U.S. and Africa. We established a working relationship with the business
council of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa to facilitate introductions between U.S.
MBEs and small businesses in Africa.
DBIA has many elements, one of which brought emerging leaders and entrepreneurs from sub-Saharan
Africa to Washington, DC to develop multicultural and multi-sector leadership management skills. As part
of the program, participants met with MBDA officials to learn about our work and to obtain information
about firms that are interested in doing business in Nigeria and sub-Saharan Africa.

“Looking South” for MBE Export Opportunities

Look South is a coordinated U.S. Department of Commerce led program designed to encourage more
American companies to consider doing business with Mexico and the 10 U.S. Free Trade Agreement
partners in Latin America. Look South helps U.S. businesses explore these markets, learn about new
opportunities, and tap into federal programs for trade assistance. MBDA plays a critical role in identifying
growing business opportunities throughout the Western Hemisphere.
In FY 2014, MBDA engaged several Look South countries to expand relationships and business
opportunities. Our San Antonio MBDA Business Center, which specializes in exports to Mexico and
South America, facilitated a meeting between Carlos Marron, Senior Investment and Trade Commissioner
of ProMexico, and MBDA’s National Deputy Director, Albert K. Shen to discuss ways to collaborate on
upcoming infrastructure projects throughout Mexico. These projects include the planned airport expansion
in Mexico City, as well as $600 billion toward the modernization of its transportation, telecommunications,
water, energy, and environmental sectors. As a result of our work under the Look South initiative, several
MBDA clients entered new Mexican markets in 2014:

➤➤ Sana International — $2 million for exports of renewable energy products to Nuevo Leon and
Coahuila, Mexico
➤➤ Yumi Ecosolutions — $152 thousand for product exports to Soriana Group, one of Mexico’s
largest retailers
➤➤ Concord Supply Inc. — $50 million for newly patented technology to recover oil spills in the Gulf
of Mexico
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Power Africa Business-toBusiness (B2B) Matchmaking

MBDA hosted several B2B events across
the country that introduced MBDA Business
Center clients to Power Africa business
opportunities and federal resources: USAID,
U.S. Export Assistance Centers, ExportImport Bank, and the International Trade
Administration.
The first B2B event was hosted by the
Miami MBDA Business Center and featured
the Honorable Mohammed Wakil, Nigeria’s
Minister of Power. As a result, MBDA client
Global Business Solutions USA, LLC is
finalizing a $230 million deal to finance the
construction of two 30 Megawatt power
plants in Nigeria.

South African Agribusiness

MBDA also participated in the 2014
Agribusiness and Food World Forum
in Cape Town, South Africa. Hosted by
the International Food and Agribusiness
Management Association and the Corporate
Council on Africa, the Forum brought
together more than 500 business leaders,
government officials, industry experts,
students, and academics from more than
30 countries. Discussions emphasized
the importance of U.S. private sector
involvement and investment in the critical
agriculture and agribusiness sectors of the
region, projected to grow from $313 billion
to $1 trillion by the year 2030.
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INCREASED ACCESS TO CONTRACTS

IN 2014, MBDA CLIENT
CONTRACTS INCREASED
48% TO $4.8 BILLION,
CONTRIBUTING TO THE
ECONOMIC RECOVERY
OF THE NATION.

Increased
Access to
Contracts:
The Core of
Our Mission
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48% INCREASE IN
CONTRACTS FOR MBDA CLIENTS
IN FY 2014 FOR A TOTAL OF
$4.8 BILLION.

F

or 45 years, MBDA has been working aggressively to expand the
economic footprint of MBEs. One standard of measurement for our
collaboration, outreach, and impact is the access MBEs have to
contracting opportunities. Since 2009, MBDA has assisted clients with accessing
nearly $26 billion in contracts and capital, while helping them create and retain
over 87,000 jobs. These results highlight the economic contribution of minority
firms and the direct impact they are having on the national economy.
Our engagement of private sector supplier diversity programs also creates the opportunity for
minority firms to cultivate relationships and become suppliers to corporations that by sheer order volume
enable MBEs to grow in size, scale, and impact. Creating this kind of access and opportunity fuels local,
regional, and national economies as minority businesses create jobs, stabilize communities, and restore
families – contributing to our overall commercial strength.

“The opportunity for full partici
pation in our free enterprise sys
tem by
socially and economically dis
advantaged persons is essential if we
are
to obtain social and economic
justice
for such persons and improv
e the
functioning of our national eco
nomy.
The Office of Minority Busine
ss
Enterprise, established in 196
9,
greatly facilitated the strengt
hening
and expansion of our minorit
y
enterprise program. In order
to take
full advantage of resources and
opportunities in the minority
enterprise field, we now must
build
on this foundation.”
Executive Order 11625 of Oct.
13, 1971
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PROFILE: Tulsa MBDA Business Center

Lesa Steele, Tabatha Frost, Cheryl Cohenour, James Ray

Tulsa Center Serves Native American Businesses

Oklahoma has the highest Native American population in the country6 so
it’s no surprise that 85 percent of the Tulsa MBDA Business Center clients
are Native American, including tribal and privately-owned firms. Project
Director James Ray and Business Development Specialist Lesa Steele
make up a small, yet highly effective team, advising the Cherokee, Creek
and Chickasaw tribes, and a number of privately-owned Native American
businesses.
Ray and Steele are expertly familiar with the intricacies of tribal
politics and the federal regulations that govern business in Indian Country
and they know what it takes for tribal businesses to succeed. In Indian
Country, business decisions are typically made by a tribal council, (similar
to a board of directors), unlike most MBDA clients with a single owner.
As a trusted advisor to the Creek tribe, they accepted the Tulsa Center’s

U.S. Department of the Interior, 2013 American Indian Populationand Labor Force Report,
January 16, 2014

6

growth strategy, which included assembling a business acquisition team
to facilitate company growth through acquisitions and executed the plan
flawlessly. Their first acquisitions were a printing company for $3 million
and an IT company for $1.5 million.
The mix of tribal and private clients enhances Ray’s ability to bring
about mergers, acquisitions, and teaming arrangements. Most recently,
the owner of CSI, an information technology firm wanted to sell his
company because his 8(a) certification was about to expire and he was
not confident that he could continue. Ray arranged for him to sell the
company to a tribe whose 8(a) certification was new, and negotiated
terms that allowed the owner of CSI to remain with the company.
While Ray typically spends his time in the field consulting with clients,
Steele specializes in identifying contracting opportunities and gathering
background intelligence to give clients the upper hand with bids and
proposals. Although Native American firms have difficulty landing
contracts in Oklahoma, the Center helped them to achieve $131 million
in contracts and capital in fiscal year 2014, which resulted in the creation
and retention of 192 jobs.

Oklahoma’s Cherokee CRC Benefits its Citizens

The Cherokee Nation is the largest tribal government in the United States6
and its prosperity and stability is driven by Cherokee Nation Business, the
holding company for 21 companies. One is Cherokee CRC, an awardwinning environmental, construction, and professional services company
with Tribal 8(a) and HUBZone certifications. Executive General Manager
Cheryl Cohenour attributes much of their success to the Tulsa MBDA
Business Center and relies on them to identify contracting opportunities.
Under the guidance and direction of MBDA Business Center
Project Director James Ray, the Tulsa MBDA Business Center provides
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“Once an opportunity is identified, MBDA remains engaged
and sees us through the entire bid process.”
—Cheryl Cohenour, Executive General Manager, Cherokee CRC

Cherokee CRC with the
background information
and helps them to
prepare responsive bid
proposals. This is a vital
service, as they will soon graduate from the 8(a) program and must compete
with the largest firms in the area.
In Fiscal year 2014, the Tulsa Center helped Cherokee CRC secure
$68 million in contracts and $15 million in financing. The company is
tribal-owned so all profits from these endeavors are returned to Cherokee
citizens. The tribe is currently constructing four new health clinics and
a hospital with profits from Cherokee Nation Businesses and Cohenour
takes pride in CRC’s contribution. Her most coveted project of the year
is the two dormitories they built for the Riverside Indian School, which is
a residential K-12 school that accepts Native Americans students from
all over the country, mostly from rural areas that are some distance from
local schools. “I was there when the children arrived for the school year
and it was quite an experience. They were screaming with joy; and that
why I do this,” said Cohenour.
Cohenour has led Cherokee CRC to many successes, which include
recognition as 2013 MED Week Minority Construction Firm of the Year.
The firm recently opened a new office in Washington, DC to manage a
Washington Headquarter Service HUBZone IDIQ contract and will oversee
project management, safety, and operations control for task orders that
are released. Cohenour is dedicated to improving conditions for all Native
Americans and is currently pursuing a Doctors of Jurisprudence in Indian

Law at the University of Tulsa. She plans to specialize in tribal consulting
because of a national shortage of attorneys with this expertise.

Cherokee Nation Businesses Develops
Future Executives

One problem experienced by businesses in Indian Country is a shortage
of business professionals. Many who go away to college choose careers
that do not bring them back to the tribe. The Cherokee Nation is tackling
this problem through a mentoring program that is turning out highly
skilled future executives. Tabatha Frost, mentored by Cheryl Cohenour,
Executive General Manager of Cherokee CRC, now heads Cherokee
Nation 3S-Support, Services & Solutions. Frost, although young, saw
the business through its 8(a) and HUBZone certifications and serves as
an adjunct professor at the Haskell Indian School. Her firm manages an
English language training project at
Sheppard Airforce Base for foreign
students. As a young executive,
she relies upon the MBDA Business
Center for support and sums it up
by saying, “I don’t think a lot of
people understand what MBDA can
do for a business.”

Tabatha Frost, Manager of Cherkee
Nation 3S-Support, Services & Solutions
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CONQUERING ACCESS TO CAPITAL

Conquering
Access to
Capital

$1.5 BILLION IN
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
CONTRACTS —
 83%
INCREASE IN FY 2014.
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BEs are sources of job creation and economic development for
many communities around the country. However they continue to
encounter barriers in accessing capital. To address this issue, MBDA
is curating a broad spectrum of capital opportunities. We created an Access to
Capital Team to build the national relationships necessary to open doors for our
clients. We also deployed the resources and gathered the information necessary
to prepare our clients to explore alternative financing. The good news is we are
making significant inroads. MBDA’s engagement is yielding a variety of assets
and outcomes including client mentorship, agency collaborations, and increased
financing for our clients. We continue to expand the spectrum of capital sources
from strictly bank lending to include: venture capitalists, angel investors, merger
and acquisition firms, and firms with internet-based platforms. This variety of
financing options assures that MBEs at any stage of their lifecycle can secure
financing.

1992

Asians and Pacific Islanders,
American Indians, and Alaska
Natives have the largest share of
receipts for both minority men
and women.
November 3rd–Ben Nighthorse
Campbell is the first Native
American to serve in the U.S.
Senate in more than 60 years.

New Access To Capital Team: Policy and Partnership in DC

Recognizing the continued barriers MBEs face accessing capital, MBDA launched its Access to Capital
Team, the newest addition to our Office of Business Development. This team works with investors, lenders,
and business owners to match high performance MBEs with alternative sources of capital. This strategic
Agency assignment is designed to place special attention at the highest levels of our agency on this
mission critical challenge of MBE growth and sustainability.
A presentation by the Association for Corporate Growth Chicago prepared MBEs for mergers and
acquisition opportunities. Large investors were also introduced to the MBDA network to invest in middlemarket MBEs and provide input on a proposed MBDA program aimed at preparing MBEs for company
valuations, record keeping, and demonstrating the values that investors seek.

$2.1 BILLION IN CAPITAL
FINANCING FOR MBDA CLIENT
FIRMS — 37% INCREASE IN
FY 2014.
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CONQUERING ACCESS TO CAPITAL

Monthly Alternative Finance Working Group conference calls provided a platform for MBDA to
showcase capital providers and allow our business centers to get feedback and share best practices.
Educational webinars on alternative sources of capital brought experts from the Securities and Exchange
Commission to speak on regulations and opportunities in crowdfunding.

1994

Jerry Yang and David Filo
founded Yahoo, which developed into a major web portal
and internet search engine.

2002

Minority ow
ned firms
outpace the
growth of
non-minority
firms by
10%. Asian
-owned firm
s
generate the
largest
annual rece
ipts,
$326 billion
.

Exploring Alternative Financing

Matching MBEs to alternative sources of capital is driven by partnerships. Our continued outreach to
financing sources resulted in a partnership with the Initiative for a Competitive Inner City (ICIC), to provide
increased access to capital for MBEs in urban communities. ICIC, a well-known authority on U.S. innercity economies and businesses is a nonprofit research and strategy organization.
MBDA formed a historic partnership with the Chicago chapter of the Association for Corporate Growth
(ACG) to conduct matchmaking events, co-author blogs, and host webinars. The relationship has yielded
new levels of access and opportunity for MBEs in the professional services industry for potential clients,
investment partners, and mentorship.
In addition to building working relationships with private equity firms, we also developed relationships
with angel investor networks like ArchAngels DC. Our work with ArchAngels DC provides a platform for young
companies to seek investment capital and present investment opportunities. The networking opportunities
available through angel investor networks have strengthened MBDA’s portfolio of capital providers for highgrowth minority businesses. ArchAngels DC joined us for the MBDA National Training Conference in Detroit
and the National Minority Enterprise Development Week conference in Washington, DC.

Towards Parity in the Financial Services Industry

“Of the Fortune 100, 85 percent participate in a supplier diversity program, however, less than 25 percent
of those invest through women or minority owned investment firms. This data represents nearly a trillion
dollars in assets not being accessed by this universe of (diverse) money managers.”7
These staggering statistics represent an opportunity for education and exposure. To focus attention on
this issue, the Chicago MBDA Business Center hosted the Minority Investment Manager Forum (MIMF) to
discuss the issues faced by diverse portfolio managers. More than 200 people from money management
firms across the continental U.S., Puerto Rico, and Hawaii were in attendance to begin the process of
relationship building, collaboration and deal-making. The event featured a panel moderated by FIS Group,

7

A Wise Investment, Kurt Summers, MBE Magazine (May/June 2014).
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a minority owned asset management firm, and Ariel Investments, the largest minority investment manager
in the country.
During the 2014 MIMF diverse firms heard directly from organizations that could benefit from their
services as well as heard from businesses that have done well in this sector. The purpose of the Forum
was for firms to get to know each other and showcase their capability to handle larger, more complex
portfolios.

MBDA Clients Participate in America’s Largest Gathering of Private
Investors

“It is clear that America’s diverse community of business leaders are driving growth in the middle
market and the country’s network of private capital should be investing in these companies. We have
worked with some great companies over the last few years and are looking to raise the bar for all those
in private capital to experience the value creation we’ve seen and to invest in America’s future.” Building
on years of collaborative programming, the Association for Corporate Growth in Chicago and the national
network of MBDA Business Centers hosted the inaugural Minority Finance Forum. The Chicago MBDA
Business Center organized this national access to capital initiative. The Minority Finance Forum was
presented in conjunction with the 15th Annual Midwest ACG Capital Connection, the country’s largest
gathering of private capital for middle-market investment. For the first time in the event’s history, some 60
MBEs were able to participate in this highly selective investor gathering.

Business Centers Become Loan Originators
for Export-Import Bank

In partnership with Export-Import Bank, nine MBDA Business
Centers became loan originators for Global Credit Express
in 2014. They offer short-term working capital loans to small
business exporters as revolving lines of credit up to $500k for
6 or 12 months.

1998

Wilma Pearl Mankiller, the
first female leader of the
Cherokee tribe, receives the
Presidential Medal of Honor
from President Clinton.
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PROFILE: Minneapolis MBDA Business Center

Modern Day Access to Capital Gladiators
The Minneapolis MBDA Business Center is operated by the Metropolitan
Economic Development Association (MEDA). For over 40 years, MEDA
has provided business development services, financing, and market
opportunities to minority business owners. Likewise, each member of the
Minneapolis MBDA Business Center team has significant experience in
the business development arena and is deeply committed to the economic
empowerment of Minnesota minorities. With soaring unemployment as a
driver, the Minneapolis Center’s goal is to fight unemployment through
minority business growth and expansion.
Here’s their strategy. Over the next 10 years, baby boomer business
owners will be retiring and selling their companies. Acquisition of these
companies presents an excellent opportunity for minority-owned firms
to increase their revenue, expand their operations, and create jobs. The
Minneapolis Business Center offers a variety of support services for the
acquisition of new investments: determining fair pricing and how best to
structure a transaction; managing an asset or stock purchase; determining
a full or partial conversion of ownership. These are just some of the expert
services they offer potential clients. The team also helps clients develop
appropriate funding strategies, and how to negotiate the best financing
terms and conditions. With access to MEDA’s $8 million loan fund, they
are also able to grant equity loans to clients that strengthen their ability to
secure much larger loan amounts.
When David Bice, the owner of Bald Eagle Erectors needed operating
capital to put his crew to work on the new Vikings football Stadium, the
Minneapolis MBDA Business Center helped him secure a $200K loan to
meet payroll and operating expenses while waiting for payments from
the prime contractor. The fact that this loan was prepared by Business
Consultant Patrick Pariseau made a difference. Minneapolis banks

Patrick Pariseau, Jim Faircy, George Jacobson, Edgardo Rodriguez

are very familiar with Pariseau, who is a licensed loan underwriter. The
Minneapolis team leverages the strengths of each client and supplements
it with the collective expertise of the MBDA Business Center consulting
team under the direction of Project Director George Jacobson. Their
experience allows them to go toe to toe with bankers wielding high
interest rates and unfair lending practices. They are consistently able
to clear these hurdles on behalf of MBEs. Clients also benefit from the
banking and loan packaging expertise of Patrick Pariseau; the growth
strategies of George Jacobson; the contracting and strategic planning of
Edgardo Rodriguez; and the valuation expertise of Jim Faricy.
For example, a client was planning to purchase another company
and had already hired a lawyer and accountant when he approached
the Center. The client’s attorney and accountant were advising him to
do an asset purchase. This would have required the client to change the
name of the company and incur expenses for things like negotiating and
reinstating employee benefit programs, leases, relicensing, rebranding,
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etc. The Minneapolis team saved the firm approximately $400,000 in legal
fees by executing a stock purchase agreement. This approach preserved
operating and financial history, dramatically improving the opening
day balance sheet. This also helped negotiations with the owner, who
eventually lowered his asking price based on a thorough evaluation.

Bald Eagle Erectors is Committed to Putting Young
People to Work
Not only are these modern day gladiators excellent fighters—they are
compassionate advocates for the needs of the entire minority business
community. Dave Bice, a member of the Minnesota Chippewa tribe, is
very concerned with the high unemployment of Native Americans in
Minneapolis and is committed to putting young people to work. Coming
from a family of ironworkers, Dave started Bald Eagle Erectors in 1994 with
only three employees. Struggling to grow his business, he was referred to
MBDA by his tribe and has seen continuous growth since. Over the years,
the business center has provided strategic business consulting services
and helped him to secure working capital when needed.
Bice serves as
a member of the
Apprenticeship
Board for Local 512
of the Minneapolis
Steel Workers Union
because he needs
skilled
employees
and wants young
Native Americans to
have good paying
Dave Bice and Bald Eagle Erectors crew at construction of new
Vikings Stadium

jobs. “College is not the only option,” says Bice. “An apprentice steel
worker starts at $24 per hour with a $1 raise every six months throughout
the 2-year training program. My steel workers with journeyman status
earn $70 to $80 thousand per year and they don’t have student loans to
repay.”
Although Bald Eagle Erectors has grown significantly since becoming
a client of the Minneapolis MBDA Business Center, financing remains a
problem for Bice. With payroll and benefits costs of $612,000 per month,
Bice needs millions to even start a project. In addition to the joint ventures
and teaming arrangements the Minneapolis MBDA Business Center has
provided, they have helped him secure the necessary capital to keep his
employees on the job. During fiscal year 2014, Bice hired five new fulltime employees and retained 121 workers who would have been laid off
had he not secured financing. With the help of the Minneapolis MBDA
Business Center, Bald Eagle Erector contracts during FY 2014 totaled
over $17 million.

Things are Looking Up for Iron Worker
Apprentice
Before joining the crew of Bald Eagle Erectors, Ivan Smith worked in a
dead end job with little chance for advancement. His life changed for the
better when he was accepted into the Iron
Workers Local 512 as an apprentice, and
hired by Dave Bice. ”I have a great sense of
accomplishment when I start a new project
and realize how much I’ve learned in just
six months,” says Smith with a huge smile.
Because of his new job, Smith makes
enough money to take care of his family
Ivan Smith, Ironworker Apprentice
and has acquired trade expertise for continued career advancement.
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THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP

The Power of
Partnership
and New
Markets for
MBEs
FOSTERING THE GROWTH
AND GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS
OF MINORITY OWNED
BUSINESSES IN GREEN
TECHNOLOGY
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MBDA is privileged to engage a broad spectrum of thought leaders,
organizational heads and elected officials as partners in creating
lasting change, global market access, and generational prosperity for
minority businesses.

Heightened Engagement with Strategic Partners Yields Positive Returns

MBDA is pleased to expand and strengthen its relationships with strategic partners that share a vision for
fostering the growth and global competitiveness of minority owned businesses. Working with over 100
organizations as well as federal and public sector entities throughout the year, MBDA connected its network
of 44 business centers to key stakeholder opportunities, generating a series of joint initiatives that grew
minority business across the country through focused technical, relational, and financial collaboration.
The Agency also increased its presence at business conferences where entrepreneurs, investors, and
procurement officials gather to form working alliances. MBDA experts were deployed to more than 85
local, regional, and national events to serve as keynote speakers, panelists, and moderators. In addition,
MBDA exhibited at nearly 30 stakeholder conferences to continue to strengthen ties with stakeholders and
promote federal program services.
MBDA reached upwards of 32,000 people through active engagement with chambers of commerce,
professional associations, universities, and other stakeholders. MBDA will continue its role as a catalyst
and champion for minority businesses and looks forward to forging more alliances over the next 45 years.

The National Urban League

For example, MBDA has a longstanding relationship with the National Urban League (NUL), which has over
95 affiliates serving 300 communities across the country. This year, MBDA worked with NUL leadership to
forge local partnerships with their 12 Entrepreneurship Centers, extending our reach to some of the most
vulnerable communities in the country.

1999

The popularity of mobile
devices prompts MBDA to
advise MBEs to enter the
mobile technology arena via
coding and app development.

MBDA EXHIBITED AT
NEARLY 30 STAKEHOLDER
CONFERENCES TO CONNECT
BUSINESSES WITH PROGRAM
SERVICES AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL.
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THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP

The San Francisco
Center’s expertise
covers three primary
technology sectors in
the Bay Area: clean
technology, life
sciences, and
information
technology.

“As is usual in America, we
are more interdependent
than we realize.”
—Ron Brownstein, National Journal

Professional Services Initiative: National Association of Minority and
Women Owned Law Firms

A new partnership was formalized with the National Association of Minority and Women Owned Law
Firms to develop creative and innovative approaches for promoting growth among minority lawyers and
minority-owned law firms.

Lab-to-Market Initiatives Thrive

Federally funded research dramatically affects the advancement of innovation and technologies that can
improve and enhance the quality of everyday life. The Internet, global positioning systems, lifesaving
vaccines, and many other technological advances began with federally funded research at federal labs.
Currently the Federal Government spends billions of dollars supporting research and development on a
variety of issues including life sciences, energy and manufacturing. Maximizing returns from our national
investment in federal research and development, is essential to economic growth and to U.S. leadership
in global innovation, business development, and job creation in cutting-edge industries.
The America COMPETES Reauthorization Act of 2010 gave Department of Commerce agencies
government-wide responsibility for ensuring that as many taxpayer-funded technologies as possible make
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the transition from research laboratories to consumer markets. The MBDA response to the President’s
Lab-to-Market Initiative was to establish a series of strategic partnerships that allow MBDA to offer MBEs
unprecedented access to innovative goods, services, and products by assisting with the licensing of
federal R&D. These partnerships include ongoing collaboration with the Department of Energy and the
National Institute of Standards & Technology.
In the fall of 2014, our San Francisco MBDA Business Center added a technology transfer specialization
and now leads MBDA’s Technology Transfer and Innovation Program. The program facilitates access
to publicly funded technology licenses with vast commercial opportunity and the capital investments
necessary to bring new products to market. The Center’s expertise covers three primary technology
sectors in the Bay Area: clean technology, life sciences, and information technology.
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IN 2014, SAN FRANCISCO
MBDA BUSINESS CENTER
ADDED A TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER SPECIALIZATION
AND NOW LEADS MBDA’S
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND
INNOVATION PROGRAM.

Minority Business Development at the U.S. Conference
of Mayors

Working on the front lines to build our nation’s economy, U.S. mayors play a key
role in the growth and prosperity of American cities. The top priority of any mayor
is to create the requisite eco-system that supports businesses, creates jobs, and
generates opportunities for all communities. These are all shared goals of MBDA.
The U.S. Conference of Mayors (USCM) Annual Meeting is an opportunity
for mayors across the country to discuss the economic health of cities through
the lens of important national issues: transportation, housing, infrastructure, and
economic development. To strengthen ties between MBDA and the USCM, the
Agency arranged for a robust presence at the 82nd Annual Meeting in Dallas, TX.
National Director Alejandra Y. Castillo met over a dozen mayors from across the
country; and our Chief of Business Development, Joann Hill participated on a
panel highlighting MBDA’s work in supporting the economic development of cities.
The success of agency efforts nationally is deeply rooted in our work locally
through the nation’s cities. We are pleased to be able to collaborate with city halls
of every size and locale and look forward to continuing to work with the nation’s
mayors.

Rolf Lundberg, International Franchise Association; Elizabeth Kautz, Mayor of Burnsville, MN;
Sly James, Mayor of Kansas City, MO; Lou Mosca, American Management Services; Joann
Hill, MBDA
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MBDA ASSISTED FIRMS WITH
GAINING ACCESS TO $26.3
BILLION IN CAPITAL AND
CONTRACTS SINCE 2009,
AND CREATED AND RETAINED
NEARLY 60,000 JOBS.

MBDA and the Department of Commerce Join California Elected Officials
in Support of San Francisco MBEs

Our network of MBDA Business Centers engages members of Congress on a variety of business development
policies and initiatives that are important to their work in their congressional districts. This work can take the
form of educational workshops, B2B matchmaking events, listening sessions, business site visits, or senior
executive meetings.
This year, Congresswoman Barbara Lee (D-CA) invited Secretary Pritzker and National Director Castillo to
join her at a regional economic development forum at the Oakland Airport to meet with community leaders and
minority businesses to discuss opportunities in trade, advanced manufacturing and federal contracting. The
event was part of Secretary Pritzker’s Open for Business Agenda, focused on engaging key business partners
in finding ways to boost trade and investment; support innovation and entrepreneurship; and release more
government data.
National Director Castillo spoke about the Obama Administration’s work to spur continued economic
growth and job creation through support of exporters, entrepreneurs, and small, women and minority-owned
businesses. Later, she led a panel discussion on economic development that connected local business leaders
and economic development organizations with the expertise and resources of the Department of Commerce.
The forum featured representatives from the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, the Port of Oakland,
Alameda County and Oakland Mayor Jean Quan.

MBDA Joins the National Journal’s Next America Dialogue

Our work with the media is a critical component of our outreach efforts to share data and trends that shape the
commercial landscape and influence public policy. In 2014, we collaborated with the National Journal, regarded
as an influential, credible, and non-partisan publication based in Washington DC, providing the latest insight
on political news, public policy, and business. In 2014, National Journal reporter Ron Brownstein launched
Next America — a series of articles and events to explore the political, economic, and social impacts of the
profound racial and cultural demographic changes facing our nation. This series of roundtable discussions and
forums created a platform to highlight and research in real time, key trends and ramifications unfolding across
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America as a result of these demographic shifts.
The accompanying series of articles are written
from the varied vantage points of guest writers
from national politics, the business community,
academia, and policy makers, discussing the
pressing issues impacting the Next America.
During their Washington event, National
Director Alejandra Y. Castillo delivered a
keynote address and was interviewed at the
National Journal’s The Next America: Making
America Work forum, which focused on how
the public and private sectors could promote
minority financial empowerment, workforce
development, and entrepreneurship. The
Agency’s engagement with the National
Journal launched additional collaborations
around the country. In September, our Houston
MBDA Business Center participated in The
Next America: Foundations of Prosperity, and in
November, the San Francisco MBDA Business
Center participated in The Next America: The
Inclusion Economy forum.

TODAY, MBDA CONTINUES TO PARTICIPATE IN NEXT AMERICA — A SERIES OF EVENTS
AND ARTICLES TO EXPLORE THE POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACTS OF THE
PROFOUND RACIAL AND CULTURAL DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES FACING OUR NATION.
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THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE HELPS TAXPAYERFUNDED TECHNOLOGIES
MAKE IT TO CONSUMER
MARKETS.
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PROFILE: Indianapolis MBDA Business Center

Indianapolis MBDA Business Center
The Indianapolis MBDA Business Center is operated by the Mid-States Minority
Supplier Development Council (MSDC). Recently the Council expanded its
service area to include Central Illinois and Eastern Missouri. The organizations
work collaboratively to ensure MBDA client growth. Clients typically obtain
Mid-States MSDC certification and are placed into a pool of MBEs with proven
capabilities that match the needs of major corporate members. MBDA clients
are also invited to participate in the programs and services of the Council, like
their MBE CEO Academy that convenes a select group of CEOs from some
of the top corporations in Indiana. Over the past two years, 16 MBDA clients
have been accepted into the year-long program and have gained valuable
insight for taking their businesses to the next level.

Business growth through relationship building is a specialty of Business
Development Manager, David Fredricks. It is also one of the first principles
the Indianapolis Business Center teaches new clients - the importance of
relationship building. Last year, David began working with a new client, GLS
Inc. They specialize in debris removal for underground digging and installation
of utility pipes. The owner had performed work for Citizens Energy Group, an
Indianapolis-based utility company. The relationship became intermittent over
the years and eventually ceased. Fredricks facilitated a number of meetings
between the companies, shored up this relationship that led to the discussion
of capabilities and opportunities. As a result, GLS Inc. is now a preferred
vendor with CEG, obtaining a master agreement to provide high beam and
debris removal services. GLS’ revenue increased 30 percent in 2014.

CMS Corporation
Mercedes Enrique left a highly successful 10-year career as an engineer
and manager with Dana Corporation to purchase CMS Corporation (CMS).
When she originally bought into the firm, it was a relatively small, regionally
mechanical construction and fabrication business. Ten years later, CMS is an
award winning design-build construction firm with 90% of earnings generated
through repeat business.
Although Enrique humbly explains her success with statements like, “I’ve
been very lucky” or “things just fell into place,” that is simply not the case.
The success of CMS is the result of two things: her perfect execution of a
well-designed strategy for growth - and her relationship with the Indianapolis
MBDA Business Center.
Her growth strategy with co-owners Khush Mander and Ernest Enrique
included becoming a prime contractor to the Department of Defense. Together,
the ownership team brings over 60 years of construction experience.
(Left to right) Ivan Baird, James Knight, Mary Lou Garcia, David Fredricks
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CMS Offers Job Satisfaction and Security
Take a look at what the employees have to say about working at CMS:

“I came here from a much larger firm and spent 80%
of my time on the road. Now I travel much less and
enjoy spending time with my mother, and my sister
and her children. I am totally committed to CMS
and would lay down in traffic for the owners.”
—Mary McDevitt, BD/Marketing

Khush Mander, Mercedes Enrique, Ernest Enrique

When CMS became a client of the Indianapolis Center, the firm already
had SBA 8(a) certification and was about to graduate from the program. With
two years remaining, CMS needed help positioning the firm for continued
growth and less reliance on federal contracts. Mercedes challenged Fredricks
to get her in front of three corporations: Citizens Energy, Indianapolis Airport
Authority and Monsanto. These were meetings she had not been able to get
on her own. In 2014, she was able to meet with representatives from each
corporation and begin the development of fruitful relationships.
Since becoming a client of the Indianapolis Center, CMS has doubled
its number of employees and saw revenue growth of 30% percent in 2014
currently reporting the largest backlog of work in their history.

U.S. Census Bureau, Georgia State and County Quick Facts, Retrieved from: http://quickfacts.
census.gov/qfd/states/13000.html on December 21, 2014.

1

“I’ve been with CMS since the company started 10
years ago. I specialize in industrial gasses and have
helped to develop our quality control programs
over the years. The work is very rewarding and I
don’t plan on going anywhere else.”
—Jake Hahn, Project Manager

Indiana is in the heart of the rust belt and led the nation in manufacturing
job growth with the creation of 13,700 new factory jobs in 2014.1 The
MBDA Indianapolis Business Center has used its location and resources
to increase the number of MBEs involved in advanced manufacturing.
“We want to ensure our goals are aligned with President Obama’s goal of
creating higher-paying manufacturing jobs to enhance America’s global
competitiveness,” says Indianapolis MBDA Business Center Project
Director, James Knight. Under Knight’s leadership, demand for business
center services continues to increase.
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INVESTING IN OUR INFRASTRUCTURE

WE ARE COMMITTED TO THE
ONGOING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT, TOOLS AND
TECHNOLOGIES THAT KEEP
US INTERNALLY STRONG
AND EXTERNALLY RELEVANT.

Investing
in Our
Infrastructure
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ne of the most important investments that MBDA has made is in our
staff and the tools we use daily to provide essential services to our
clients. The American workplace is radically changing and we have to
adapt to technological advances and the ways in which we educate and empower
staff. We continue to be committed to ongoing professional development and the
creation of tools, technology platforms and training that keep us internally strong
and externally relevant.

Our Online Presence: Social Media and Beyond

MBDA is committed to improving and expanding the resources, tools, and opportunities we provide to
all minority-owned businesses through the use of technology. Since the launch of the MBDA web portal
in 1989, we have paid particular attention to servicing firms in areas with limited local resources. Our
comprehensive website focuses on sharing federal resources and services; industry events, and business
“how-to” articles that help firms in their capacity building and decision-making process. Millions of
minority-owned firms have used our Business Plan Writer, a free and easy tool to create a growth plan for
their business; the Phoenix/Opportunity Matching System, an online database system that enables firms
to receive business opportunity leads and business partners; and the Resource Locator, a web-based
tool to find specific resources that offer business-related assistance. Minority-owned firms are reaping the
benefit of our investment in digital services.
MBDA’s digital service offerings are expanding as social media surpasses more traditional means of
communication. Using our website and social media channels like Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn, Twitter
and YouTube, MBDA is reaching new audiences. Nearly 600,000 people visit our website annually and new
social media users sign-up at a rate of 350 per month. MBDA continues to find new ways to engage users
in this new virtual environment and marketplace.

2009

The first Latina Supreme
Court Justice is appointed –
Justice Sonia Sotomayor.
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INVESTING IN OUR INFRASTRUCTURE

New Research Profiles U.S. Minority Businesses

In addition to creating U.S. jobs by growing the size and scale of minority-owned businesses, MBDA
is tasked with the development, collection, analysis, and dissemination of information that is helpful to
organizations and individuals seeking to establish or promote the successful operation of minority business
enterprises. In 2014, MBDA commissioned five research reports for publication in 2015:

1. The State of Minority Businesses includes an analysis of the performance of minority-owned
firms and non-minority firms based on the Census Bureau’s last release of data from the Survey
of Business Owners (SBO).
2. Characteristics of Minority Businesses and Entrepreneurs delves further into the SBO data to
uncover business measurement trends over time.
3. The Changing Minority Marketplace provides population projections of the U.S. population at a
national level based on age, sex, race and Hispanic origin from 2012 to 2060.
4. Minority Exporters: Characteristics and Strategies for New Business & Expansion focuses on the
strengths of minority-owned businesses in global markets and their market entry strategies.
5. New Financing Solutions to Accelerate Minority Business, Growth and Expansion examines the
use of alternative financing solutions in the minority business community.
We also developed and produced the first of several industry-focused fact sheets—U.S. MinorityOwned Manufacturing Firms. MBDA fact sheets are among the most frequently downloaded items from
our website.

2014 National Training Conference

In September, the MBDA National Training Conference was held in Detroit, Michigan. The theme of this
year’s conference was The State of Minority-Owned Businesses: Engagement for the 21st Century. The
primary purpose of the National Training Conference is to provide a training and discussion forum for the
MBDA nationwide network of 44 business centers. There were more than 200 attendees at the conference.
In addition to the incredible training, Center staff were provided an opportunity to share best practices and
insight about the programs and services offered by MBDA that increase capacity and growth of MBE firms.
Michigan State Representative Thomas Stallworth III gave introductory remarks and presented MBDA
with a proclamation on behalf of the Michigan Legislative Black Caucus. A broad range of topics were
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presented: industry trends related to lab-to-market technology and commercialization, green energy
infrastructure, capture management, and alternative financing solutions. Other conference topics focused
on operational best practices: marketing, alternative revenue streams, and strategic partnerships.
Conference speakers represented a cadre of federal partners, Fortune 500 corporations, and
successful MBE firms including the U.S. Census Bureau, Dunn & Bradstreet, U.S. Department of Energy,
U.S. Small Business Administration, venture capitalists, angel and family office investors, MBDA Business
Center project directors, MBDA Headquarters staff, McGraw Hill, The Interstate Traveler, and VisionIT
amongst others. MBDA Business Center staff walked away with new relationships and resources to
provide increased support to their MBE clients in the coming year.
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own cable network.

New Business Development Tools

In fiscal year 2014 MBDA updated and enhanced its current suite of business development tools to
support MBDA staff and business center personnel. To date we have acquired several tools and services
that expand access to business and procurement intelligence for MBDA clients:
1. Deltek is a resource of potential partners for MBDA clients to collaborate and pursue procurement
opportunities in both the public and private sectors;
2. Hoovers affords MBEs access to over $1.8 trillion in public sector contracts and $4.2 billion in
construction and related contracts.
3. Dun & Bradstreet provides access to a wealth of business intelligence and industry research
which has been used to better align MBEs with procurement opportunities and partnerships that
greatly enhance their ability to pursue higher dollar streams of revenue.
These services are often cost-prohibitive for our clients. With access to these business tools through
MBDA, clients save thousands of dollars while being provided with information about procurement
opportunities in the public and private sectors in the earliest stages of the procurement lifecycle. Access
to this technology also increases their ability to respond to solicitations, identify strategic partners,and
gather business intelligence to prepare responsive bids.
We will continue to expand our adoption of business technology solutions in fiscal year 2015. Planned
acquisitions will give our staff and business centers the ability to provide business valuation data; automate
the evaluation and response to potential procurement opportunities; and improve the operational efficiency
systems supporting our core programs.

2013

Senator Daniel Ken “Dan”
Inouye postumously receives
the Presidential Medal of
Freedom. Senator Inouye was
also a Medal of Honor recipient. He served as President
pro tempore of the U.S. Senate
from 2010 until his death in
2012, making him the highestranking Asian American politician in U.S. history.
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INVESTING IN OUR INFRASTRUCTURE

This year’s MED Week conference
featured over $1.4 billion in
business opportunities, a robust
network of industry experts, and
an awards ceremony honoring
leading minority-owned firms and
advocates.

Our 44 business centers are held to rigorous performance standards. MBDA program analysts conduct
independent verification of all reported capital, contracts, job creation, and job retention. Centers are also
evaluated on client services that result in joint ventures, teaming arrangements, and brokered mergers
and acquisitions. This year, 28 Centers received a performance rating of outstanding. We salute their
exemplary service to the business community nationwide.
This year’s record breaking increases in contracts and capital, achieved by our national network of
business centers is a direct result of our renewed focus on training, support and collaboration. Industryspecific working groups established best practices; and training from specialists in traditional and
alternative financing armed Center business development specialists with better strategies for securing
financing for clients. See page 50 for detailed descriptions of MBDA performance metrics.

National MED Week Conference

Over 650 business leaders and owners attended the 2014 National Minority Enterprise Development (MED)
Week Conference in Washington, DC. The conference was established 32 years ago as a venue for minorityowned firms to gain access to resources and connections to grow and expand their businesses domestically
and abroad. This year’s conference theme, “Connecting Business with Opportunity,” featured
over $1.4 billion in business opportunities, a robust network of industry experts, and an
awards ceremony honoring leading minority-owned firms and advocates.
The 2014 National MED Week Conference hosted a diverse panel of 45 speakers from
corporate, private, and public sectors. Featured speakers included Carla Harris, a Morgan
Stanley executive and author of the book Expect to Win and Joe Abraham, an entrepreneur
and author of Entrepreneurial DNA: The Breakthrough Discovery that Aligns your Business
to Your Unique Strengths, who both inspired and challenged attendees to be committed to
personal, career, and business growth. The conference also gave attendees direct access
to experts involved in three White House initiatives focused on business growth strategies,
competitive tools, technologies and exciting new business opportunities in energy, advanced
manufacturing, and trade.

Del Renigar, General Electric; Donald Niss, Power Africa; Rick Angiuoni, Ex-Im
Bank; Peter Van den Dool, Overseas Private Investment Corporation.
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2014 Minority Business Award Winners

The MED Week awards ceremony is a longstanding tradition honoring some of the nation’s fastest
growing minority-owned firms, entrepreneurs, and advocates. These awards celebrate and recognize
individuals and organizations that have demonstrated leadership and commitment in advancing minority
business enterprises.
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CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM OF THE YEAR
Venegas Engineering Management and Construction
Oscar Venegas, President

Venegas Engineering Management & Construction Inc. (VEMAC)
is a family-owned construction company in El Paso, Texas,
which provides commercial construction management, general
contracting, and related services in Texas and New Mexico. VEMAC
Inc. has proudly served clients for over ten years.

MINORITY EXPORT FIRM OF THE YEAR
Universal Companies LLC
Pravin J. Thakkar, Owner and Managing Partner

Universal Companies LLC was founded in 1984. One of the
subsidiaries of Universal Companies LLC, Universal Scaffold &
Equipment, is a supplier of a full line of scaffolding equipment and
accessories to customers across North and South America, Nigeria,
and other countries. The company was one of the first scaffold
companies to begin conducting business in China in 1989.

ADVOCATE OF THE YEAR AWARD
U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of
Commerce Education Foundation
Susan Au Allen, Esq., National President and CEO

Susan Au Allen was recognized for her advocacy and steadfast
commitment to the Asian American business community. In
1984, Susan founded the U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of
Commerce Education Foundation (USPAACC) with a group of
business and civic to bring the diverse Pan Asian American business community
together as one unified voice in business, commerce, and trade. Her legal and
business expertise is frequently sought out by political leaders at the White House, on
Capitol Hill and in corporate board rooms.

Ho-Chunk Inc.
Lance C. Morgan, President and CEO

Lance Morgan is president and CEO of Ho-Chunk Inc., the
award-winning economic development corporation owned by the
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska. Under Mr. Morgan’s leadership,
Ho-Chunk Incorporated grew from its meager beginnings of one
employee and a small startup-investment in 1994, to a multi-million
dollar company that operates 34 subsidiaries, has revenues in excess of $260 million,
and employs over 1,000 people across the United States and in four foreign countries.

DISTINGUISHED SUPPLIER DIVERSITY AWARD
BAE Systems Intelligence and Security
Diane G. Dempsey, Director of Socio Economic Programs

Diane Dempsey has significantly affected the growth and development
of minority-owned firms in her extensive career in procurement,
subcontracts and supplier diversity. Currently the director of Socio
Economic Business Programs for BAE Systems Intelligence & Security,
Dempsey was previously a small business advocate for several prime
contractors. Dempsey was recognized for her diligent work in increasing subcontracting
opportunities for minority-owned businesses as well as her commitment to mentor
minority-owned firms in her current role.

MINORITY MANUFACTURING FIRMS OF THE YEAR
Detroit Manufacturing Systems LLC
Andra Rush, President and CEO

Detroit Manufacturing Systems (DMS) develops state of the
art automotive interior systems. Utilizing the latest technology
DMS assembles and manufactures injection molded interior trim
components for global automotive brands with a commitment to
quality and efficiency. DMS was founded in June 2012 as a joint
venture with Rush Group Ltd. and French auto supplier Faurecia Interior Systems.

Ruiz Food Products Inc.
Kimberly Ruiz Beck, Chairwoman

Ruiz Foods started in Tulare, California in 1964 selling
authentic enchiladas and tamales to local grocery stores.
Now, 50 years later, El Monterey® is the #1 selling
frozen Mexican food in the U.S. Today, Ruiz Foods has
manufacturing facilities in California, Texas, and South Carolina.

MINORITY RETAIL ENERGY FIRM OF THE YEAR
Hightowers Petroleum Company
Stephen L. Hightower, President and CEO

Founded in 1984 by Stephen Hightower and building on a family
business established in 1957, Hightowers Petroleum Co. (HPC)
was launched via a strategic alliance with oil giant BP Oil in early
1985. HPC is a full-service, licensed motor fuel dealer and a PUCO
contract carrier, operating nationally to deliver gasoline, diesel fuel,
and alternative fuels to its customers.
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ACCESS TO CAPITAL AWARD
Stonehenge Capital Company LLC
Ronald W. Newsome, Director, New Market Tax Credits

Stonehenge Capital Company (SCC) was awarded for
demonstrating outstanding leadership in the financial community
in their service to minority-owned businesses. Last year SCC’s
subsidiary, Stonehedge Community Development, invested $465
million (85%) of its federal allocation into small businesses and
non-profits with significant minority impact representing projects
totaling $900 million.

MEDIA AWARD

Entravision Communications Corporation
Armando Guzman, Perspectiva Nacional Anchor

An award winning journalist, Armando Guzmán currently anchors
Entravision’s national program “Perspectiva Nacional con
Armando Guzman” from Washington, DC. For two decades, he
has covered the White House, the U.S. Congress, and all the most
important news stories in our nation’s capital. His journalistic
work has been recognized as a factor in giving Spanish language
television news credibility and respect in U.S. and Latin America.

ABE VENABLE LEGACY AWARDS FOR LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
National Association of Small Disadvantaged
Businesses
Henry T. “Hank” Wilfong, Jr. (posthumously)

Hank Wilfong, Jr., was president of the National Association of
Small Disadvantaged Businesses and the first Black Pasadena
City Councilman. He was also a 3-time Presidential appointee,
which included the Small Business Administration’s Associate
Administrator of the 8(a) program. Whether it was his advocacy
for parity among the set-aside programs or his passion for strengthening the 8(a)
programs and women-owned small business, all have been touched by his legacy.

National Bankers Association
Michael A. Grant, JD, President

Michael Grant is president of both the National Bankers Association
and its Foundation. Under his leadership, the Association has
expanded its advocacy to help strengthen and expand the
commercial viability of Minority Depository Institutions. Mr. Grant
was acknowledged for his advocacy efforts and his integral role in
the professional progress of minority business development.
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RONALD H. BROWN LEADERSHIP AWARD
International Business Machines Corporation
Michael K. Robinson, Program Director, Global Supplier
Diversity

As Program Director, Global Diversity Supplier for IBM’s Integrated
Supply Chain, Michael K. Robinson has spearheaded one of the
nation’s top corporations in growing its supplier diversity initiatives
worldwide. Robinson ensures that minority suppliers are included
in every procurement request IBM makes, whether it be in the
United States, Latin America, Europe, or South Africa.

A PIONEER’S RECOGNITION
The IDEAL Group Inc.
Frank Venegas, Jr., Chairman and CEO

Frank Venegas, Jr was recognized for being a pioneer in the
automotive industry. Capitalizing on the proceeds of a car he won
in a raffle in 1970, Venegas turned $1,200 into seven nationally
recognized companies with annual revenues approaching $250
million and 500 employees. Venegas is a recipient of the Mexican
government’s Ohtli Award, the highest recognition bestowed on a person of Mexican
heritage living outside of Mexico.

MBDA NATIONAL DIRECTOR’S SPECIAL RECOGNITION
IW Group Inc.
Bill Imada, Chairman and Chief Collaboration Officer

Bill Imada is founder, chairman, and chief collaboration officer of
IW Group, an advertising, marketing and communications agency
focused on the growing multicultural markets. He is also the cofounder and former chairman of the Asian/Pacific Islander American
Chamber of Commerce & Entrepreneurship; and co-founder of the
Asian & Pacific Islander American Scholarship Fund. Mr. Imada’s active leadership
has earned national recognition and the National Director’s Special Recognition for
expanding multicultural markets.

FY 2014 PERFORMANCE

FY 2014 PERFORMANCE
JOBS CREATED AND RETAINED

Contracts, financial transactions, and jobs created/retained
are verified by MBDA headquarters staff. MBDA performance
data is maintained in the Agency’s CRM database and was
retrieved for this report on January 21, 2015.
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30,656

Job creation and retention by MBDA
clients has increased 55% since 2012.

FY 2014 JOBS CREATED AND RETAINED

FY 2014 CONTRACTS AND CAPITAL BY SECTOR SOURCE

FY 2014 CONTRACTS
BY INDUSTRY

PUBLIC SECTOR

PRIVATE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Dollar Value of Contracts

$ 2,472,926,342

$ 1,502,892,571

Dollar Value of Capital

$ 1,855,274,097

$ 60,875,530

$ 4,328,200,439

$ 1,563,768,101
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FY 2014 CONTRACTS BY INDUSTRY

Contracts and capital are reported at face value and do not reflect multiplier effects
or discounting.
Dollar value of contracts reflects the total dollar value of successfully awarded contracts
and/or the total principal value of executed sales/delivery contracts of services/products/
intellectual rights and/or other binding financial considerations secured by clients, with
the assistance of MBDA.
Dollar value of capital represents the principal value of approved loans, equity financing,
bonds, leases (property and equipment), and assets under management or other binding
financial agreements secured by clients of the project, with the assistance of MBDA.
Eligible financial transactions are those that have a specific dollar value, and which
expand the client’s capital base/operations, or produce some other direct commercial
benefit for the client firm.
Jobs created and retained includes the number of new full-time and/or part-time positions
reported on the client’s payroll; and positions MBDA clients would have eliminated
without the contract and/or financing obtained with the help of MBDA.
Return on taxpayer investment is computed by dividing the total value of FY 2014
contracts and capital by the the Agency’s FY 2014 appropriation of $28,000,000.
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African American-Owned Firms
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Contracts, financial transactions, and jobs created/retained are verified by MBDA headquarters staff. MBDA performance data
is maintained in the Agency’s CRM database and was retrieved for this report on January 21, 2015.
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Hispanic American-Owned Firms
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FY 20141
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FY 2014

Contracts, financial transactions, and jobs created/retained are verified by MBDA headquarters staff. MBDA performance data
is maintained in the Agency’s CRM database and was retrieved for this report on January 21, 2015.

FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014
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FY 2014 PERFORMANCE

Job Creation by Congressional District

Contracts, financial transactions, and jobs created/retained are verified by MBDA
headquarters staff. MBDA performance data is maintained in the Agency’s CRM
database and was retrieved for this report on January 21, 2015.

STATE

BUSINESS CENTER

OPERATOR/GRANT RECIPIENT

JOBS CREATED AND RETAINED

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
California
California
California
California
California
Colorado
Connecticut
District of Columbia
District of Columbia
District of Columbia
Florida
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nevada
New Mexico
New Mexico
New York
New York
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Washington

Mobile MBDA Business Center
Anchorage MBDA Business Center
Phoenix MBDA Business Center
Fresno MBDA Business Center
Los Angeles MBDA Business Center
Riverside MBDA Business Center
San Francisco MBDA Business Center
San Jose MBDA Business Center
Denver MBDA Business Center
Bridgeport MBDA Business Center
Capitol MBDA Business Center
Federal Procurement Center
Washington DC MBDA Business Center
Miami MBDA Business Center
Orlando MBDA Business Center
Atlanta MBDA Business Center
Honolulu MBDA Business Center
Chicago MBDA Business Center
Indianapolis MBDA Business Center
New Orleans MBDA Business Center
Baltimore MBDA Business Center
Boston MBDA Business Center
Detroit MBDA Business Center
Minneapolis MBDA Business Center
St. Louis MBDA Business Center
Las Vegas MBDA Business Center
Albuquerque MBDA Business Center
Santa Fe MBDA Business Center
Manhattan MBDA Business Center
South Bronx MBDA Business Center
Williamsburg MBDA Business Center
Raleigh MBDA Business Center
Bismarck MBDA Business Center
Cleveland MBDA Business Center
Tulsa MBDA Business Center
Philadelphia MBDA Business Center
San Juan MBDA Business Center
Columbia MBDA Business Center
Memphis MBDA Business Center
Dallas MBDA Business Center
El Paso MBDA Business Center
Houston MBDA Business Center
San Antonio MBDA Business Center
Seattle MBDA Business Center

Mobile Area Chamber of Commerce
Native American Contractors Association
Gonzalo A. de la Melena, Jr.
Asian, Inc.
University of Southern California
Southern California Corporate Growth Partners
Asian, Inc.
Asian, Inc.
Rocky Mountain Minority Supplier Development Council
Greater New England Minority Supplier Development Council
Performance-Based Solutions, Inc.
Metropolitan Economic Development Association
National Community Reinvestment Coalition
M. Gill & Associates Incorporated
Florida Minority Supplier Development Council
Georgia Tech Research Corporation
University of Hawaii
Chicago Minority Business Development Council
Indiana Minority Supplier Development Council
Louisiana Minority Business Council
City of Baltimore
Greater New England Minority Supplier Development Council
Michigan Minority Supplier Development Council
Metropolitan Economic Development Association
Chicago Minority Business Development Council
New Ventures Capital Development Company
NEDA Business Consultants Incorporated
American Indian Chamber of Commerce of New Mexico
National Community Reinvestment Coalition
South Bronx Overall Economic Development Corporation
ODA Community Development Corporation
North Carolina Institute of Minority Economic Development
United Tribes Technical College
The Commission on Economic Inclusion
Rural Enterprises of Oklahoma Incorporated
The Enterprise Center
Asocicion Productos de Puerto Rico Incorporated
DESA, Incorporated
Mid-South Minority Business Council Continuum Incorporated
Dallas Fort Worth Minority Supplier Development Council
El Paso Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Houston Community College
University of Texas, San Antonio
Seattle Business Assistance Center

653
45
1,999
1,653
618
275
N/A
479
2,179
N/A
N/A
266
196
908
210
1,201
315
5,471
381
1,363
N/A
319
812
745
142
217
332
42
195
N/A
N/A
364
109
245
47
135
475
304
932
422
434
N/A
796
425

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
AL-01
At-Large
AZ-09
CA-22
CA-37
CA-41
CA-12
CA-17
CO-01
CT-04
At-Large
At-Large
At-Large
FL-27
FL-05
GA-04
HI-01
IL-07
IN-07
LA-02
MD-07
MA-07
MI-13
MN-05
MS-01
NV-01
NM-01
NM-03
NY-10
NY-15
NY-07
NC-04
At-Large
OH-11
OK-01
PA-02
At-Large
SC-06
TN-09
TX-33
TX-16
TX-20
TX-07
WA-09

ANNUAL
ANNUAL
PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE
REPORT
REPORT
FISCAL
FISCAL
YEAR
YEAR
2014
2014

MBDA Services: We Are Here to Help
ACCESS TO CAPITAL
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying financing opportunities and sourcing deals
Financial management and planning
Financing forums and networking events
Brokerage of financial transactions
Identification and closure of mergers and acquisitions

ACCESS TO CONTRACTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of procurement opportunities
Teaming arrangements
Solicitation analysis
Bid and proposal preparation
Negotiation and closing
Post-award contract administration
Business certifications and registration assistance

ACCESS TO MARKETS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market research, promotion, and advertising
Sales consulting and forecasting
Business-to-Business (B2B) matchmaking forums
Identification of export markets
Referrals to international trade programs and services
International market analysis
Market promotion assistance
International trade assistance
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MBDA Senior Management Team

ALEJANDRA Y. CASTILLO, ESQ.

ALBERT SHEN

EDITH JETT MCCLOUD

National Director

Deputy Director

Chief of Staff and Associate
Director for Management
Office of the National Director

KIMBERLY R. MARCUS

RONALD J. MARIN

Associate Director
Office of Legislative, Education and
Intergovernmental Affairs

Financial Management Officer
Office of Financial Management,
Performance, and Program
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JOANN J. HILL

BRIDGET GONZALES YOUNG

ROBERTO LOPEZ

Chief
Office of Business Development

Chief
Office of Legislative, Education
and Intergovernmental Affairs

Administrative Officer
Office of Administrative and Employee
Support Services

JOSEPHINE S. ARNOLD, ESQ.

CANDACE C. SHIVER, ESQ.

Chief Counsel

Special Advisor
Office of the National Director
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Nationwide Network of MBDA Centers
MBDA administers and manages a competitive cooperative grant program to operate its nationwide
network of MBDA Business Centers. Our partners are state and local governments, tribal entities, and
universities, including minority-serving institutions and for-profit entities. The MBDA supports Centers
with a national team of business development specialists.

Specialty Centers
Chicago: Exports to Africa; Export
Financing
Detroit: Advanced Manufacturing;
Exports to Africa; Export Financing
Atlanta: Connected Advanced
Manufacturing Program

ME

Seattle

San Francisco: Technology
Transfer & Innovation

WA
VT

ND

MT

Bismark

NH

MN

OR
ID

Minneapolis

SD
WY
NE

NV

San Francisco
San Jose

CA

UT

Denver

CO

Fresno
Las Vegas
Los Angeles
Riverside AZ
Phoenix

HI

IA

Honolulu

KS

Santa Fe
Albuquerque

OK

NM
El Paso

MO

MS
LA

AL

SC

San Antonio: Exports to South
America
Phoenix: Exports to Mexico
Indianapolis: Advanced
Manufacturing
Cleveland: Advanced
Manufacturing

MBDA Headquarters

Columbia

Atlanta

Federal Procurement
Center

GA

MBDA Business
Centers
Specialty Center

Mobile
New Orleans

Orlando

FL
Miami

Anchorage

Puerto Rico: Aerospace Industry
Supply Chain Mapping; Caribbean
Exports

Raleigh

NC

Memphis

Houston
San Antonio

AK

KY

AR
Dallas

TX

Manhattan
Brooklyn,
Detroit
PA
Bronx
Cleveland
Chicago
NJ Philadelphia
MD
IN
OH
Baltimore
IL
Indianapolis
DC Washington,
VA
WV
DC
St Louis

MI

TN

Tulsa

MA
CT Bridgeport

NY

WI

Boston

PR

San Juan
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MBDA Business Centers
ALABAMA
Mobile MBDA Business Center
450-A Government Street
Mobile, AL 36602
Pamela Ramos • 251-433-2250
pramos@mobilembdacenter.com
ALASKA
Anchorage MBDA Business Center
4500 Diplomacy Drive, Suite 202
Anchorage, AK 99508
Becky Beck • 907-786-4676
bbeck5@uaa.alaska.edu
ARIZONA
Phoenix MBDA Business Center
225 East Osborn Road, Suite 202
Phoenix, AZ 85012
Alika Kumar • 602-294-6087
alika@phoenixmbdacenter.com
CALIFORNIA
Fresno MBDA Business Center
5067 N. Mariposa Street, Suite 105
Fresno, CA 93710
David Mendoza • 559-354-6795
dmendoza@fresnombdacenter.com
Los Angeles MBDA Business Center
2801 South Hoover Street
Los Angeles, CA 90089
Sergio Gascon • 213-743-4518
sgascon@usc.edu
Riverside MBDA Business Center
25186 Hancock Ave., Suite 220
Murrieta, CA 92562
Daniel Sieu • 951-698-7529
dan.sieu@riversidembdacenter.com
San Francisco MBDA Business Center
555 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
Nora Li • 415-704-7415
nli@sanfranciscombdacenter.com

San Jose MBDA Business Center
3031 Tisch Way, Suite 80
San Jose, CA 95128
Alejandro Serrudo • 408-998-8058
aserrudo@sanjosembdacenter.com

Orlando MBDA Business Center
7453 Brokerage Drive, Suite A
Orlando, FL 32809
Nancy Lee Straw • 407-404-6719
nancylee@fmsdc.org

COLORADO
Denver MBDA Business Center
6025 S. Quebec Street, Suite 135
Denver, CO 80202
Helena Haynes-Carter • 303-623-3105
hhaynescarter@denvermbdacenter.com

GEORGIA
Atlanta MBDA Business Center
75 5th Street, NW, Suite 300
Atlanta, GA 30308
Donna Ennis • 404-894-2096
donna.ennis@innovate.gatech.edu

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport MBDA Business Center
333 State Street
Bridgeport, CT 06604
Lawrence Wooten • 203-288-9744, Ext. 121
lwooten@bridgeportmbdacenter.com

HAWAII
Honolulu MBDA Business Center
2404 Maile Way, A414b
Honolulu, HI 96822
Dana Hauanio • 808-956-0850
dhauanio@honolulu-mbdc.org

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
MBDA Federal Procurement Center
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004
Gregory Reyes • 202-737-0877
greyes@mbdacontracts.com

ILLINOIS
Chicago MBDA Business Center
105 West Adams Street, Suite 2300
Chicago, IL 60603
Hans Bonner • 312-755-2565
hbonner@chicagombdacenter.com

Capitol MBDA Business Center
1701 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 200
Washington, DC 20009
Dennis Smith • 202-827-8487
dsmith@ncrmbc.com
Washington DC MBDA Business Center
727 15th Street, NW, Suite 900
Washington, DC 20005
Michael Bing • 202-464-2298
mbing@dcmbdacenter.com
FLORIDA
Miami MBDA Business Center
970 South West, 1st Street, Suite 405
Miami, FL 33130
Jorge Iglesias • 786-316-0888
jorge@mbdabusinesscenterfl.org

INDIANA
Indianapolis MBDA Business Center
2126 North Meridian Street, Suite 110
Indianapolis, IN 46202
James Knight • 317-921-2677
james.knight@indymbdacenter.com
LOUISIANA
New Orleans MBDA Business Center
400 Poydras Street, Suite 1965
New Orleans, LA 70130
Alvin-O Williams • 504-293-0407
awilliams@lambc.org

MARYLAND
Baltimore MBDA Business Center
1101 East 33rd Street, Suite 308
Baltimore, MD 21218
N. Scott Phillips • 443-451-7103
nscottphillips@baltimorembda.com
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston MBDA Business Center
100 Huntington Avenue, Copley Place
Boston, MA 02116
Warren Bacon • 617-986-6366
wbacon@bostonmbdacenter.com
MICHIGAN
Detroit MBDA Business Center
100 River Place, Suite 300
Detroit, MI 48207
Diane Lee • 313-873-3200, Ext. 104
dlee@detroitmbdacenter.com
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis MBDA Business Center
250 Second Avenue South, Suite 106
Minneapolis, MN 55401
George Jacobson • 612-259-6590
gjacobson@meda.net
MISSOURI
St. Louis MBDA Business Center
308 North 21st Street, Suite 701
St. Louis, MO 63103
Charles Henson • 314-241-1143
chenson@stlouismbdacenter.com
NEVADA
Las Vegas MBDA Business Center
626 South Ninth Street
Las Vegas, NV 89101
Vershaun Ragland • 702-382-9522
vragland@lasvegasmbdacenter.com
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MBDA Business Centers
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque MBDA Business Center
718 Central Avenue, SW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Anna Muller • 505-843-7114
info@nedainc.net
Santa Fe MBDA Business Center
Wendell Chino Building
1220 South Saint Francis Drive, 2nd Floor
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Ted Pedro • 505-243-6775
tedpedro@nmnabec.org
NEW YORK
Manhattan MBDA Business Center
114 West 47th Street, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Paul Sawyer • 646-821-4008
psawyer@nycmbdacenter.com
South Bronx MBDA Business Center
555 Bergen Avenue, 3rd Floor
Bronx, NY 10455
Sharon Higgins • 718-732-7540
shiggins@sobro.org
Williamsburg MBDA Business Center
12 Heyward Street, 2nd Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11211
Yehuda Turner • 718-522-5620, Ext. 307
yturner@odabdc.org
NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh MBDA Business Center
5800 Faringdon Place
Raleigh, NC 27609
Ron R. Stafford • 919-838-9950
dstafford@ncimed.com

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck MBDA Business Center
3315 University Drive, Building #61
Bismarck, ND 58504
Brek Maxon • 701-255-3285, Ext. 1359
bmaxon@uttc.edu

TENNESSEE
Memphis MBDA Business Center
158 Madison Avenue, Suite 101
Memphis, TN 38103
Dino Hull • 901-528-1432
dhull@mmbc-memphis.org

OHIO
Cleveland MBDA Business Center
1240 Huron Road East, Suite 300
Cleveland, OH 44115
Raland Hatchett • 216-592-2253
rhatchett@clevelandmbdacenter.com

TEXAS
Dallas MBDA Business Center
8828 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 550
Dallas, TX 75247
Michael Mora • 214-920-2436
mike@mbdadallas.com

OKLAHOMA
Tulsa MBDA Business Center
3 Memorial Place Center
7615 East 63rd Place, Suite 201
Tulsa, OK 74133
James Ray • 918-994-4370
jray@reoik.org
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia MBDA Business Center
4548 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19139
James Sanders • 215-895-4046
jsanders@mbc-pa.com
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Rico MBDA Business Center
406 Capitan Espada Street, Urb. El Vedado
San Juan, PR 00918
Teresa Berrios • 787-753-8484
tberrios@puertoricombdacenter.com
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia MBDA Business Center
1515 Richland Street, Suite C
Columbia, SC 29201
Diane Sumpter • 803-779-4825
dianes@columbiambdacenter.com

El Paso MBDA Business Center
2401 East Missouri Avenue
El Paso, TX 79903
Terri Reed • 915-351-6232
treed@elpasombdacenter.com
Houston MBDA Business Center
2302 Fannin Street, Suite 165
Houston, TX 77002
Roger Harris • 713-718-8950
roger.harris@hcss.edu
San Antonio MBDA Business Center
501 West Cesar E. Chavez Boulevard
Suite 3.324B
San Antonio, TX 78207
Orestes Hubbard • 210-458-2480
orestes.hubbard@utsa.edu
WASHINGTON
Seattle MBDA Business Center
1437 South Jackson Street, Suite 320
Seattle, WA 98144
Felix Ngoussos • 206-267-3131, Ext. 2
felixn@seattlembdacenter.com
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MBDA Performance Metrics
DEFINITIONS
Dollar Value of Awarded Contracts and Procurements This represents the total

Number of Jobs Created The number of new full time and/or part time positions re-

dollar value of successfully awarded contracts and/or the total principal value of executed
sales/delivery contracts of services/products/intellectual rights and/or other binding financial
considerations secured by clients of the MBDA Business Centers, with the assistance of
Center staff. For purposes of this performance element, Dollar Value of Awarded Contracts
and Procurements are those transactions which have a specific dollar value, and which produce a commercial benefit for the client firm.

ported on the client’s payroll during the funding year. Persons on paid sick leave, paid holiday
and paid vacations are included as employees, as are salaried officers and executives of
corporations. However, proprietors and partners of unincorporated businesses are not considered employees under this definition.

Dollar Value of Awarded Financial Transactions The total principal value of
approved loans, equity financings, bonds, leases (property and equipment), assets under
management or other binding financial agreements secured by clients of the MBDA Business
Centers with the assistance of Center staff.

Management Assessment MBDA’s overall evaluation of the MBDA Business Center,
based on the Agency’s internal review of the Center’s operations. The management assessment focuses on such areas as the development of written service engagements and
work plans; proper staffing; adherence to scheduled work hours; recordkeeping; successful
completion of Agency training; customer relationship management, maintenance of strategic partnerships; market promotion and any other areas MBDA may deem to be relevant in
determining the overall quality of the Center’s operations. An operator may also lose up to
two points from the assessment if the MBDA Business Center staff fails to participate in the
required training credit hours.

Number of Jobs Retained The number of existing full time and/or part time employee
positions retained and reported on the client’s payroll during the funding year. Job retention
pertains to maintaining the status quo of persons employed by the client in lieu of subjective and objective decisions made by the client to reduce its work force due to economic
conditions, lack of capital, failure to secure necessary contracts and/or sales. Persons on
paid sick leave, paid holiday and paid vacations are included as employees, as are salaried
officers and executives of corporations. However, proprietors and partners of unincorporated
businesses are not considered employees under this definition.

Number of Referrals The number of referrals made by the Center to clients seeking
assistance that is outside the scope of MBDA Business Center program services. Referrals
may be made to strategic partners or other external service providers able to provide services that are relevant to the client.

Number of Clients Served The actual number of clients served in a funding period. Cli-

Number of Strategic Transactions Facilitated The number of awarded transactions secured by clients that included successful MBDA Business Center facilitation of joint
ventures, teaming arrangements, and/or the number of mergers and acquisitions brokered
on behalf of clients by the Center.

ents are defined as those that have registered with the MBDA Business Center and completed a written engagement for specific services. Clients may be counted only once during the
program year. Clients from a prior program year may be counted in a subsequent program
year if continued service provision to said clients is documented.

Promotion of MBDA The extent to which MBDA Business Centers meet and exceed the
requirements for communication of the mission and objectives of MBDA within the business
and government community.

Number of Contracts The number of awarded contracts and other binding procurement

Return on Taxpayer Investment The total value of contracts and capital obtained

awards secured by client firms.

Number of Export Transactions Facilitated The number of global contract
opportunities and export financing transactions secured by client firms as a result of direct
assistance from an MBDA Business Center.
Number of Financial Transactions The number of successful financial transactions
secured by client firms.

by clients as a result of their work with MBDA divided by the Agency’s fiscal year budget
appropriation.
Throughout this report, statements regarding contracts, financial transactions, and jobs
created/retained reported for MBDA Business Center clients are verified by MBDA headquarters staff. MBDA performance data is maintained in the Agency’s CRM database and was
retrieved for this report on January 21, 2015.
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This report is also available online at
www.mbda.gov/main/budget-performance.
Inquiries, comments, and suggestions regarding this report should be directed to:
Patricia Tomczyszyn, Public Affairs Specialist
U.S. Department of Commerce
Minority Business Development Agency
202-482-8230; ptomczyszyn@mbda.gov

Engaging minority businesses is no longer a moral imperative.
It is an economic necessity.

We are paving the way for The Next 45.

1401 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20230
202-482-2332

www.mbda.gov

